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Mayas Incas And Aztecs Primary Source Readers
Find out about the incredible ancient civilizations of the Americas, right up until the Spanish conquest. Discover the monumental pyramids
and mountain cities of the Maya, Inca, and Aztec people. Explore the sites of Chichen Itza, Machu Picchu, and Tenochtitlan, learn the
pictures of the Mayan language, unearth the history of chocolate, and find out how naughty children were punished with chillis! Peer into the
past with amazing illustrations, see some of the most impressive ancient structures in the world, and stock up on facts to amaze your friends
with. Includes information, artefacts, and colourful illustrations, DKfindout! Maya, Incas, and Aztecs brings their worlds to life. The DKfindout!
series introduces children to a range of exciting topics in a fun, engaging way. Checked by specialist consultants and an educational expert,
this is not only a source of information you can trust, but one that is age-appropriate and supports your child's schoolwork. Books you may
also enjoy from the DKfindout! series include DKfindout! Ancient Egypt, DKfindout! Ancient Rome and DKfindout! Stone Age.
Moctezuma was the most famous ruler of the powerful Aztec empire. Readers will learn about Moctezuma in this fascinating biography that
features vibrant photos, stunning facts, engaging sidebars, and supportive text. Along with details of Moctzeuma's life, readers will also learn
about the Aztec Empire, Eagle Warriors, Jaguar Warriors, Incas, Mayans, and the city of Tenochtitln. A table of contents, glossary, and
index are featured to help readers better understand the content.
Intuitive and constructive ideas for educating children, whether or not one is homeschooling.
In World History: Societies of the Past, students explore societies of the past and see the influences and impact history has on their lives
today. The textbook provides students with an easy-to-understand and in-depth look at human societies-from early hunters-gatherers to
ancient societies to the beginnings of modern-day societies (1850 CE). A chronological approach explores social, environmental, political,
economic, cultural, and technological issues that remain relevant in today's world. To help your students visualize historical situations and
events, the textbook includes: hundreds of vibrant illustrations and historical artwork detailed maps, diagrams, and charts informative
timelines questions, summaries, and quick facts stories of everyday people. Recommended by Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth as
a Manitoba Grade 7 Social Studies Learning Resource. Recommended for British Columbia grade 7 classrooms.
Develop students' critical-thinking skills through analysis of issues from different perspectives. Students make comparisons, draw analogies,
and apply knowledge. Document-based assessment includes background information and key questions.
Explore the Captivating History and Mythology of Three Ancient Civilizations Three captivating manuscripts in one book: Maya Civilization: A
Captivating Guide to Maya History and Maya Mythology Aztec: A Captivating Guide to Aztec History and the Triple Alliance of Tenochtitlan,
Tetzcoco, and Tlacopan Incas: A Captivating Guide to the History of the Inca Empire and Civilization In the first part of this captivating guide,
you will discover why Maya have gained such worldwide admiration over the many other civilizations that existed in Mesoamerica at the time.
You will learn how the Maya civilization developed, the major turning points in their 3,000-year-long history, the mysteries surrounding their
demise, some of the unique places where Maya exist to this day, and much more! Some of the topics and questions covered in the first part
of this book include: Maya Timeline Glossary of Important Maya Terms The Origins of the Mesoamerican Civilizations The Archaic period:
7000 - 2000 BC The Olmecs: 1,200 - 300 BC The Preclassic Period and the Magnificent Zapotec Early Preclassic period: 2000 to 1000 BC
Cuello and early Maya architecture Middle Preclassic period: 1000 to 300 BC The Zapotec: 600 BC to AD 800 Late Preclassic period: 300 BC
to AD 250 The Classic Period, Doomsday Calendar, and the Mystery of the Red Queen Early Classic - AD 250 to 600 How Maya measured
the time Late Classic - AD 600 to 900 The mystery of the Red Queen Terminal Classic - AD 900 to 1000 Food, Rites, and Gruesome Tales
How to make Maya hot chocolate at home How did the Maya grow their food? The Maize god The Maya beauty standards The sacred Ball
Game The Decline of the Maya Civilization and Human Sacrifice Early Postclassic - AD 1000 to 1250 Inside Chichen Itza - features of Maya
cities The Maya Observatory (El Caracol) Human sacrifice and the methods The Kukulkan pyramid Late Postclassic Period and the Spanish
Conquest Maya Today Maya Creation Story The Maya Cosmology And a Great Deal More that You don't Want to Miss out on! Some of the
topics and questions covered in the second part of this book include: The Origins of Aztecs: A Tribe Destined for Greatness The Unwelcome
Arrival in Mexico Valley The Rise of Tenochtitlán and the Triple Alliance The Greatest Aztec Kings and Their Heritage The Splendor of
Tenochtitlán A Guided Tour Around Tenochtitlán Rites, Rituals, and Delicious Recipes The Fall of Tenochtitlán And a Great Deal More that
You don't Want to Miss out on! Some of the topics and questions covered in the third part of this book include: How the Incas Recorded Their
History The Inca Creation Myth The Founding of the Great City of Cuzco The First Dynasty of Inca Rulers and Their Greatest Deeds The
Second Dynasty of Inca Rulers and Their Greatest Deeds The Rise of the Inca Empire: A Cosmological Event? Social Order in the Inca
Society The Different Roles of Women in the Inca Society Inca Religious Order and Ideology Tour of the Greatest Inca Sights From Pachacuti
to the Arrival of the Spanish The Spanish Conquest The Aftermath and the Inca Legacy And a Great Deal More that You don't Want to Miss
out on! Get the book now and learn more about these three ancient civilizations!
The Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs were three groups of people found living in the ancient Americas, including the Andes Mountains and a city
named Tenochtitln. This intriguing book features details about these three incredible civilizations and explores how each of them fell when
Spanish explorers found their settlements. Through detailed images and maps, captivating sidebars and facts, and an accessible glossary
and index, readers will learn about leaders like Moctezuma as well as how these civilizations used farming, hieroglyphics, and glyphs to
create their unique cultures.
Learn about different cultures around the world and how they have changed over time with this exciting collection. Bursting with engaging
facts, primary sources, photographs, timelines, and more, readers won't be able to let these books go! The titles include: Egypt; India; Rome;
Greece; China; Sub-Saharan Africa; Mesopotamia; and Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs.
The three towering civilizations of the Mayas, Aztecs, & Incas dominated ancient Central & South America. The Mayas were one of the
world's most advanced civilizations; the Aztecs conducted extensive religious rituals involving human sacrifices; & the Incas were one of the
great ancient engineering civilizations of antiquity. This book summarizes the main features of what is known about these peoples -- their
social structures, buildings, art, religions, & their knowledge of science -- & broadens our understanding of the diversity of human history.
B&W maps, drawings & photos. Winner of the Canadian Children's Book Center Choice Award.
Some of the key benefits of studying from Oswaal Question Banks are: • Chapter-wise/ Topic-wise presentation for systematic and
methodical study • Strictly based on the Reduced CBSE Curriculum issued for Academic Year 2020-2021, following the latest NCERT
Textbook and Exemplar • Previous Years' Question Papers with Marking Scheme & Toppers' Answers for exam-oriented study •
Remembering, Understanding, Application, Analysing & Evaluation and Creation Based Question based on Bloom's Taxonomy for cognitive
skills development • Latest Typologies of Questions developed by Oswaal Editorial Board included • Mind Maps in each chapter for making
learning simple • 'Most likely Questions' generated by Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching experience • Suggested videos at
the end of each chapter for a Hybrid Learning Experience IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode • Chapter wise/Topic
wise Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions to facilitate focused study • Latest Board solved paper along with Marking Scheme and
Handwritten Topper’s Answers for practice Exam Preparatory Material • Answers of CBSE Marking Scheme up to March 2019 Exam with
detailed explanations to score full marks in exams • Answering Tips & Commonly Made Errors for clearer thinking All-In-One • Revision
notes, Mind Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of chapters • NCERT & Oswaal 150+ concept videos for digital learning
EDUCATION/ SOCIAL STUDIES "... a much-needed addition to elementary social studies that will move the field ahead." Keith C. Barton,
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University of Cincinnati "This text fills a valuable niche and should quickly become a leading reference for teachers and teacher educators."
Linda S. Levstik, University of Kentucky This book, resulting from a collaboration among an educational psychologist, a social studies
educator, and a primary teacher, describes in rich detail and illustrates with excerpts from recorded lessons how primary teachers can
engage their students in social studies lessons and activities that are structured around powerful ideas and have applications to their lives
outside of school. The teaching portrayed connects concepts and skills emphasized in national and state standards, taught in ways that build
on students’ prior experiences in their local communities and connect with their family backgrounds and home cultures. The analyses include
rich descriptions of the teacher-student interactions that occur during lessons, detailed information about how and why the teacher adapted
lesson plans to meet her students’ background experiences and adjusted these plans to take advantage of teachable moments that emerged
during lessons, and what all of this might imply concerning principles of practice. The principles are widely applicable in elementary schools
across the country, as well as across the curriculum (not just in social studies) and across the elementary grades (not just the primary
grades).
This thematic, integrated unit about the Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas will provide both the teacher and the students with a broad understanding
of the topic. The unit starts off with core teaching lessons to build a base for knowledge, followed by student worksheets that compliment the
core lessons. Optional lessons are included to add a degree of flexibility and possible enrichment activities to the lesson. The unit finishes off
with a major project that allows students to demonstrate further knowledge of Ancient America. This History lesson provides a teacher and
student section with a variety of reading passages, activities, crossword, word search, pictorial history and answer key to create a wellrounded lesson plan.
This unit, designed for use with intermediate and junior high school students, centers on the Mayan, Aztec and Incan civilizations in Central
and South America and contains literature selections, poetry, writing ideas, curriculum connections to other subjects, group projects and
more. The literary works included are: The corn grows ripe / by Dorothy Rhoads -- Aztecs: the fall of the Aztec capital / by Richard Platt -Secret of the Andes / Ann Nolan Clark.
Binet schetst op briljante wijze een alternatieve wereldgeschiedenis Onder welke voorwaarden had de geschiedenis anders kunnen lopen?
Als de oorspronkelijke inwoners van Latijns-Amerika paarden, ijzer en antistoffen tegen Europese ziektes hadden gehad, zouden ze dan de
conquistadores hebben kunnen weerstaan? In Beschavingen gaat Binet aan de haal met deze hypothese: de laatste Inca Atawalpa sterft niet
door toedoen van de Spanjaarden maar zet voet aan land in het Europa van keizer Karel V. Daar krijgt hij te maken met de Spaanse
inquisitie, het ontluikende kapitalisme, het wonder van de drukkunst, een met piraten bezaaide zee, een continent verscheurd door
godsdiensttwisten en dynastieke oorlogen. Maar bovenal met mensen die honger lijden en in opstand willen komen: Joden in Toledo, Moren
in Granada, geuzen in Nederland – voor Atawalpa zijn het allemaal mogelijke bondgenoten waardoor het omverwerpen van het regime
uiteindelijk een fluitje van een cent is. Binet herschrijft, en speelt met de wereldgeschiedenis en laat zien welke rol intrige en toeval spelen in
wat wij doorgaans als vaststaand, als beschaafd, beschouwen. In de pers ‘Beschavingen is een potpourri van literaire genres en een feest
voor kenners van het literaire en culturele Europese erfgoed.’ De Standaard ‘Een branieachtige en ingenieuze roman.’ Trouw ‘Een
explosieve roman.’ de Volkskrant

This book covers the origin and archaeological development of selected categories of civilized elements identified as
being “Jaredite” in origin. It is an attempt to elevate the Jaredite civilization into the light of day from the heretofore dark
mists of history where science has forced it for the last 2,500 years. The Jaredite civilization spanned a possible 2,530
years, and its known achievements have far exceeded those of modern man’s in many regards. In c. 2800 BC, the
Jaredites built a pair of concrete superhighways over 2,700 miles, complete with paved exits and a secondary road
network, nearly the entire length of the South American continent. Their civilization could answer the riddles of the
Sphinx, the questions of who built the pyramids and why, the mystery and likely origin of UFOs, prove whether or not
George Lucas had the only ET, detail what Noah brought aboard the ark besides three sons and their families, and
provide an answer to the question posed to Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer by a student as to whether Alamogordo’s nuclear
bomb in July 1945 was the first ever atomic bomb explosion in history. Many other possible but likely Jaredite
achievements are incredibly fascinating and await only an honest archaeological effort to prove them. The historical facts
exist; they are real and three-dimensional, but to date, standard classical science has relegated them to the dustbin of
history’s forgotten basement closet. Satan has made a tremendous effort since mankind’s beginning to keep man
blinded to the historical facts of our heritage, causing the deliberate destruction of millions of artifacts, scrolls, books, and
whole libraries throughout the world to do so. This book is but a small effort to expose and make known a portion of
mankind’s previously hidden but rightful heritage.
Historische feiten in woord en beeld over het leven en werken van de Azteken in de 13e eeuw na Chr.
Describes the lives and achievements of American Indians and discusses their contributions to the world.
Explore the wonders of history, space, the natural world and more with Picturepedia. it's a mini-encyclopedia for kids on
every page! From astonishing insects and outer-space to musical instruments and fascinating animals, Picturepedia
explains every topic under (and including) the Sun. Uncover the secrets of prehistoric life using photographs, explore the
human body through graphics and discover galleries of musical instruments in Picturepedia. Ideal for homework, projects
or young curious minds, Picturepedia is a must-have encyclopedia for kids.
This Handbook outlines the current state of research in social studies education – a complex, dynamic, challenging field
with competing perspectives about appropriate goals, and on-going conflict over the content of the curriculum. Equally
important, it encourages new research in order to advance the field and foster civic competence; long maintained by
advocates for the social studies as a fundamental goal. In considering how to organize the Handbook, the editors
searched out definitions of social studies, statements of purpose, and themes that linked (or divided) theory, research,
and practices and established criteria for topics to include. Each chapter meets one or more of these criteria: research
activity since the last Handbook that warrants a new analysis, topics representing a major emphasis in the NCSS
standards, and topics reflecting an emerging or reemerging field within the social studies. The volume is organized
around seven themes: Change and Continuity in Social Studies Civic Competence in Pluralist Democracies Social
Justice and the Social Studies Assessment and Accountability Teaching and Learning in the Disciplines Information
Ecologies: Technology in the Social Studies Teacher Preparation and Development The Handbook of Research in Social
Studies is a must-have resource for all beginning and experienced researchers in the field.
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Pack your bags and climb aboard for a trip around the world to explore various cultures! This set of 8 books includes 8
nonfiction readers, and feature high-interest nonfiction text, primary source graphics, highlighted content-area
vocabulary, sidebars, photographs, maps, glossary, and index. Titles include Egypt, India, Rome, Greece, China, SubSaharan Africa, Mesopotamia, and Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs. 32 pages each.
Grab your passport to discover primary sources related to each of eight different cultures with activities to help teach
important fluency strategies. While learning about people and cultures from around the world, students make contentarea connections, develop fluent and meaningful oral reading, and develop vocabulary and word decoding skills.
Included with each text is a history connection, a vocabulary connection, and extension ideas. This resource is aligned to
the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills and supports Common Core State Standards.
192pp.
This is not a study on archaeology or the history of ancient civilisations! My foremost intention is not to inform you about
Traditional Chinese Medicine, Indian Ayurvedic Medicine, shamanism, a Paleo diet, vegetarianism or raw foodism, but
the emphasis is on the fact that those who exercise discipline in their particular fields, whether tradition or lifestyle, do so
with all their might. I want you to radiate this attitude in your present lifestyle diet and future life expectancy! Pythagoras
puts it so well, “salt is born of the purest of parents: the sun and the sea”.
Ebook MCQ on Aztec civilization multiple-choice questions and answers.
Via 100 entries or 'mini-chapters,' the SAGE 21st Century Reference Series volumes on Anthropology will highlight the
most important topics, issues, questions, and debates any student obtaining a degree in the field of anthropology ought
to have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century. The purpose is to provide undergraduate students with an
authoritative reference source that will serve their research needs with more detailed information than encyclopedia
entries but not so much jargon, detail or density as a journal article or a research handbook chapter.
Bring history to life for students in grades 5 and up using Mayan, Incan, and Aztec Civilizations! This 96-page book
features reading selections and assessments that utilize a variety of questioning strategies, such as matching, true or
false, critical thinking, and constructed response. Hands-on activities, research opportunities, and mapping exercises
engage students in learning about the history and culture of Mayan, Incan, and Aztecan civilizations. For struggling
readers, the book includes a downloadable version of the reading selections at a fourth- to fifth-grade reading level. This
book aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
Focus on the similarities and differences of the three ancient cultures that once thrived on Earth: Mayan, Incan and
Aztec. Read about the unique features of each civilization. Learn about their cultures, achievements and society, too. By
learning about ancient civilizations, children will gain a better understanding of the modern world. Encourage this book
today.
Draws on the myths and legends of the great civilizations of the Aztec, Mayan and Inca empires, as well as those of the
Amazon tribes. Sheds light on contemporary life and illuminates the spiritual beliefs and main preoccupations of these
people.
As the study of world history evolves from a Eurocentric perspective to a more global viewpoint, formerly marginalized
groups are now the focus of discussion, revealing a background rich with important military, political, social, and
economic achievements. This book examines the once prosperous and powerful native civilizations in Central and South
America, discussing the key individuals, strategies, and politics that made these countries strong and indomitable. In
spite of this, the author shows how, in only a few generations, Spain defeated these mini-empires, eventually dominating
much of the Western Hemisphere. "Conflict in the Early Americas: An Encyclopedia of the Spanish Empire's Aztec,
Incan, and Mayan Conquests" focuses primarily on the defeat of the Aztec, Incan, and Mayan civilizations, but also
includes Spanish interactions with lesser-known native groups. Supporting documents including primary sources, maps,
and visual aids provide necessary context to this once-untold story.
An overview of the history of the world including the ancient world, great civilizations, the medieval world, and the modern world.
Take students beyond textbook history to explore various people and events from ancient Egypt through the 20th Century using
primary sources. Students will develop critical-thinking and essay writing skills as they analyze the various documents including
photographs, posters, letters, maps, and more. Multiple social studies topics are included for grades K-3, 4-8, and 9-12. This
resource includes engaging digital resources and is aligned to College and Career Readiness and other state standards.
Provide students with a solid foundation in Caribbean history and encourage social studies skills, with an active approach to the
study of social history for Lower Secondary. - Ensure full coverage with content spanning history from ancient civilisations to more
recent 21st Century events. - Prepare students for studies at CSEC level with a solid grounding in Caribbean history. - Provide
practice in many different skill areas with activities, including 'What would you do?' problem solving activities. - Encourage students
to compare and contrast past events with more recent ones with 'Then and Now' feature. - Inspire interest with relevant
archaeological information from the region as well as career options related to the subject as part of the 'Did you know?' feature. Reinforce learning and test knowledge through comprehensive revision questions.
This wide-ranging introduction to the anthropology of Latin America and the Caribbean offers broad coverage of culture and
society in the region, taking into account historical developments as well as the roles of power and inequality. The chapters
address key topics such as colonialism, globalization, violence, religion, race and ethnicity, gender and sexuality, health, and food,
and emphasize the impact of Latin American and Caribbean peoples and cultures in the United States. The text has been
thoroughly updated for the second edition, including fresh case studies and new chapters on independence, neoliberalism and
immigration, and popular culture and the digital revolution. Students are provided with a solid overview of the major contemporary
trends, issues, and debates in the field. Each chapter ends with a summary, up-to-date recommendations for viewing films/videos
and websites, and a comprehensive bibliography for further reading and research.
This detailed study is the only reference work of its kind to address Spain's conquest of Central and South America, providing inPage 3/4
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depth coverage of native and European ideologies, political motivations, and cultural practices of the region.
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